Exposure to metal oxide nanoparticles in physiological fluid induced synergistic biological effects in a keratinocyte model.
Nanoparticles (NPs) possess distinctive physicochemical properties that in addition to differentiating them from their bulk counterparts can induce negative cellular consequences. Standard in vitro systems have served as the primary model for NP safety evaluations, but suffer from a lack physiological relevance. One way to overcome this limitation and evaluate NP characteristics under more accurate conditions is through the use of artificial physiological fluids, which mimic the composition of in vivo environments. In this study, we identified that copper oxide (CuO) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) NPs displayed modified behavior when dispersed in artificial interstitial fluid (IF) versus traditional media, including extensive agglomeration and increased particle deposition. When keratinocyte cells underwent CuO NP exposure, synergistic stress and toxicity responses occurred within an IF environment, correlating with augmented particle deposition. However, following IF incubation alone or concurrently with TiO2 NPs, which are not innately toxic, no combinatorial responses were identified. These results indicate that synergistic outcomes arise when toxic NPs undergo fluid-induced alterations to key physicochemical properties and behaviors. This study highlights the necessity of carrying out NP characterization and safety assessments in physiologically-representative environments; as altered behavior patterns have the potential to induce bioresponses not identified within traditional models.